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The given White Paper Documents/Road Map was developed and or made according to an orderly plan to present The ABST project to the potential participants of the
platform and those interested in contributing to its developments and actualization.
The information set down in the pages of the White Paper/Road Map may not be
exhaustive and does not implies any contractual relationship. It's sole purpose is to
provide detailed information to potential/interested personalities to determine
whether they are willing to study the project and decides if it's worthwhile to be part
of it.
No part of the White Paper/Road Map shall be deemed to constitute an intention to
solicit for funds/contributions of whatever nature, nor does it in any form relate to an
offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.
The Said White Paper/Road Map is not composed in accordance with nor subjected
to any known laws or rules and regulations of any jurisdiction aimed at protecting
contributors.
Some specific statements, prediction or expectations on financial information contained in the given White Paper/Road Map constitute forward looking statements.
Such statements and information are prone to change based on unforeseen circumstances which may cause actual events or expected results to differ or the time
of actualization to be delayed or brought forward.
The given White Paper/Road Map is the main and primary sole reliable source of
information about the ABST project and should be treated as such.
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Based on the current market evaluation in which some newly and veteran investors faces in various blockchain investment, therefore making profits becomes
under probability as much losses comes from whales manipulation of price thus;
makes market earning quite unstable for most people to trust the blockchain
system despite it has a lot of roles to to play in masses adoption towards daily live,
with all this happening around the network system Abitshadow decides to build an
ecosystem where investors can earn constantly without having to trade or suffer
loss from market fluctuation of whales, storing of token in Abitshadow safety and
most compatible wallet and decentralize exchange for traders at low fee.
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The crypto-currency development has become daily routine for most people
around the world has it serves gateway between fiat and digital money. based on
the common use of it abitshadow has set on a mission to help the utility of cryptocurrency more safe and secure, Abitshadow has built a token solemnly based on
binance blockchain with token name ABST which will serve as native token and
play vital role towards its ecosystem where token can be use to recharge, pay bills,
mining for profits, trade with low fee, making profit from their lending investment
and shopping website.
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Blockchain is the Technology that the whole digital currency relies on for functionality, Blockchain technology is an open distributed ledger that can record. Transaction between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way.
Blockchain is Open source with public and private chain, Information shared on it
can not be fully controlled by a single entity.
• Public Blockchain e.g Bitcoin and Ethereum
• Private Blockchain e.g Hyperledger and R3 Corda
• Hybrid blockchain e.g Dragonchain
This is the most common part of blockchain that is generally use in various type of
businesses as they're open source data are visible on explorer to monitor transactions, anyone can use it without permission as its full decentralize chain for miners,
developer for test and community projects.
Its's called private chain cause are transactions carried on cant be traced publicly,
most secure, centralized as it can be controlled by some parties or government. no
one can join the network without any approval from the sectors.
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These consist of both public and private chains as a sector can
choose the data to be seen or not. thus its most suitable for
some projects to fully operate based on the kind of transparency
they choose to disclose.
Abitshadow Project Development Ecosystem

Abitshadow Chain is another blockchain software of its own derived from abitshadow project where anyone can run several development using its chain
such as contract development for proof of work (pow) and proof of stake
(pos) running of node and masternode for those who wants to support its
ecosystem can make use of the features of its blockchai.
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Node & Masternode
Dex Swap (such as xlm,wave)
stake and mining
As blockchain exists out of blocks of data. These blocks of data are stored on
nodes (compare it to small servers). Nodes can be any kind of device (mostly
computers, laptops or even bigger servers). Nodes form the infrastructure of a
blockchain. All nodes on a blockchain are connected to each other and they constantly exchange the latest blockchain data with each other so all nodes stay up
to date. They store, spread and preserve the blockchain data, so theoretically a
blockchain exists on nodes. A full node is basically a device (like a computer) that
contains a full copy of the transaction history of the blockchain.
When a miner attempts to add a new block of transactions to the blockchain, it
broadcasts the block to all the nodes on the network. Based on the block’s legitimacy (validity of signature and transactions), nodes can accept or reject the
block. When a node accepts a new block of transactions, it saves and stores it on
top of the rest of the blocks it already has stored. In short, here is what nodes do
Some blockchains have thousands of nodes simultaneously online. Anyone can
run a node by simply downloading the transaction history of a blockchain. Many
crypto and blockchain enthusiasts are running nodes voluntarily. They do this to
contribute to a blockchains community, its development, security and integrity,
but also simply because it’s their hobby and makes them feel part of the project.
Running a node is considered fairly simple for someone slightly tech savvy, and
does not require a lot of resources. Some blockchains however, now contain such
a large amount of transaction data that it actually requires a lot of memory on a
device to run a full node. Many crypto users who just want to use a blockchain
therefore use wallet applications. These applications allow them to broadcast
transactions from their wallet without being required to download the entire blockchain history on their own device.
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some blockchains also feature masternodes. Masternodes are usually heavier
equipped than normal nodes. Next to validating, saving and broadcasting transactions, masternodes sometimes also facilitate other events on the blockchain dependent on their nature, such as governing voting events, providing execution of
protocol operations and enforcing the laws of the according blockchain. Masternodes are generally always online (24/7), and facilitate much more memory than
normal nodes. You could say a masternode is like hosting a very large server on the
network. Because hosting a masternode usually requires much more resources
(electricity, up-time, maintenance, storage space, memory), hosting one generally
provides payment in the form of interest.

Not just anyone can run a masternode though. The power of controlling a masternode can be abused, and therefore it requires the host to deposit a minimum (often
quite large) amount of crypto as collateral. This collateral is taken hostage when the
masternode host violates the rules of the blockchain. The interest rate a masternode host receives is calculated over their collateral deposit.
Abitshadow Decentralize Exchange
Abitshadow decentralize exchange which is built for users to trade and gain control
over their assets without any laws abiding it. A dex serves as peer-peer trade between both parties who're interested in trading. Decentralized services are supervised either automatically or by the participants. The safety of assets is provided by
a distributed ledger technology (DLT).
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ABST is trading is currently trading on some major top exchanges like, Vindax, Mercatox, Stex, InstantBitex Abitshadow Wallet & Dex App Abitshhadow wallet will be
most free secure and reliable wallet for storing of cryptocurrency, purchasing of
different coins with fiat direct to your bank. meaning you can buy and withdraw to
your local currency through the wallet.

this app will help traders who are mobile users to trade friendly and access app
anytime they want. the app is most secure as it has necessary security system
such sms verification, 2fa. and email verification. Roadmap Of Abitshadow
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ABST COIN =,
(price $5)

for 2022

Q3 2023
ABST coin use for Paying Car
rent & motorbike rent in
( 3 countries)

Q2 2022

Q4 2022

Listing on more exchanges and burn 3 % ,
NFT’S GAMES WITH PLAY & WIN
by using ABST

ABST Wallet App =, Spot Market
Place, listing in BNB (price $1)

Q2 2023
Exchange Listing
( Price $2.00)

Q1 2022

Exchange Listing, (listing in Exchanges,
price $0.010), ABST Using in Ecosystem
(booking flight ticket with

(US)

Online shopping with our MART’S
ABST Token Use for pay BIlls of
your 50 RESTAURANT in
3 (countries)
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Q3 2022

Q1 2023

ABST Own Blockchain Development
( Price $0.25)

ABST COIN can use for booking
hotels in our resort (in 5 countries)

Q4 2021
STAKING PLATFORM (Price Current
$0.00005)
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Marketing

With the incentive rewards such as lending, airdrop and bounty, ABST will work
more on project marketing both online and outside world, shopping, instant payer,
recharge of airtime all this will serve as token utility for the development of project
token value.
Token Distribution Plan
Currently ABST is built on Binance Smart chain with over 100,000.000.000 supply
with over 65,000.000.000 in circulation.

Old ABST SWAP - 5%
Airdrop & Bounty - 20%
Marketing 10%
Legal & Advisory - 5%
Reservation - 5%
Burned -35%
Development Team- 20%
Old ABST SWAP
Airdrop & Bounty
Marketing
Legal & Advisory
Reservation
Burned

10%

5%

5%

Development Team

20%

35%

5%

20%

https://bscscan.com/token/0x9c2f291b3460677c8398a5ea19747cef4987a9f2?a=0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
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Core Team

MR.A.R.PATEL
FOUNDER & MD OF
ABITSHADOW PROJECT
INTERNATIONAL

MISS MARY
GRACE
MARKETING MANAGER ,
ADVISOR & DEV TEAM FOR
ABITSHADOW PROJECT
( PHILLIPINES, DUBAI , SINGAPORE )

MR. SCOTT
SHANKLAND
CEO OF THE
ABITSHADOW PROJECT

MRS :
VU XUYEN
SUPPORT MARKETING
MANAGER FOR
ABITSHADOW ( VIETNAM ,
THAILAND , COMBODIA )

MR. ALEX CAO
MARKETING MANAGER &
ADVISOR (INTERNATIONAL LEADER )
FOR ABITSHADOW ( VIETNAM )
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MR.D.D.PATEL
AIRDROP MANAGER &
FOR ABITSHADOW PROJECT

MISS
BUI MAI THU
CEO ABITSHADOW
PROJECT ( VIETNAM )

Social Media of
ABITSHADOW PROJECT
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Website: https://abitshadow.com/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ABSTTOKEN
Telegram Ann: http://t.me/Official_ABST_CHANNEL
Telegram Group: http://t.me/ABST_Official
BINANCE SMARTCHAIN: https://bscscan.com/token/0x9c2f291b3460677c8398a5ea19747cef4987a9f2
GitHub: https://github.com/ABITSHADOWDeFiTOKEN/ABITSHADOW-DEFI- TOKEN/blob/main/AUSTRALIAN%20PROJECT
YouTube: https://youtu.be/2PNTcdP4DK8
Coinmarketcap :https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/abitshadow-token/
Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/abitshadow-token
Bitcointalk:https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5189050.msg57791888#msg57791888
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